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Introduction
The subjects Operations Research
(OR) and Management Science
(MS) (even though there may be
philosophical differences, we use
the two terms interchangeably),
have been defined by many authors
in the field. Definitions range from “a
scientific approach to decision
making” to “the use of quantitative
tools for systems that originate from
real life” (Eiselt & Sandblom, 2010).
The Institute for Operations
Research and the Management
Sciences (INFORMS) defines
OR/MS as the “science of better”.
What all of this essentially means is
that the science uses quantitative
techniques to make and prepare
decisions, by determining the most
efficient way to act under given
circumstances.
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Materials and methodology
The bibliometric data was obtained from the
online version of the Web of Science database
(Science Citation Index) during the last week of
February 2012. All journals listed in the subject
category of OR/MS were considered. The
impact factors (IF) of the journals were
obtained from the year 2011 Journal Citation
Reports (JCR), which were the latest data
available.
In the intention to measure and evaluate the
scientific progress at the research front, we
have focused on the research articles which
are the primary font of the research results.
Collaboration type was determined by the
addresses of the authors, where the term
“internationally collaborative publication” was
designated to those papers that were
coauthored by researchers from more than one
country. Similarly, the term “inter-institutionally
collaborative publication” was assigned if
authors were from different institutions.

During decades, the journal
impact factor (IF) has been an
accepted indicator in ranking
journals, however, there are
increasing arguments against the
fairness of using the IF as the sole
ranking criteria. In this sense, many
possible modifications and
improvements have been proposed
(Bornmann & Daniel, 2008; DortaGonzález & Dorta-González,
2013a,b).
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Results and discussion

Conclusions

We obtained some significant points on the
global research performance through the
period from 2001 to 2012. The number of
papers consistently increased in this period.
Especially, it was the fast-growing period of
2004–2009 which the growth rate reached
18%. Expert Systems with Applications
published the most papers not only in the past
twelve years but also in 2012, while Journal of
Operations Management had the highest hindex and IF. The citation maturity time in the
category OR/MS is greater than two years and
the production follows the Bradford’s law with
five journals in the core.

We have tried to measure the scientific progress in
the discipline. These results could help to better
understand the global development of the discipline,
and potentially guide scientists for evaluating and
orienting their research.

Among the top 20 countries/territories were
nine in Asia. The USA ranked first in terms of
total, single country and internationally
collaborative publications. However, the
collaborative papers represented only 33.6% of
the total publications from the USA, which was
least than more of other countries in the top
20. The publication impact of the USA was
excellent with the highest h-index (114) among
all the countries, followed by China (66) and
Canada (62). Among the top 20 institutions
were ten in America and nine in Asia. The
University of California has strongly
independent research ability and less desire to
collaboration with other institutions in OR/MS.
Among the top 20 most productive authors, ten
were from China, five from USA/Canada, and
the rest from other Asian countries.
The mainstream research in OR/MS is
mainly focused on “networks”, “control”,
“simulation”, and “production”, although
“genetic algorithms” might be one of research
hot topics in the coming years.

Journal performance is a complex
multi-dimensional concept difficult to
be fully captured in one single
metric (Moed et al., 2012, p. 368).
This resulted in the creation of many
other quality metric indices such as
the fractionally counted impact
factor (Leydesdorff & Bornmann,
2011), scimago journal ranking
(González-Pereira et al., 2009), hindex (Hirsch, 2005), and central
area index (Dorta-González &
Dorta-González, 2011) to name a
few.
Some studies have been carried
out on particular aspects of OR/MS
(Chang & Hsieh, 2008; White et al.,
2011). But these studies were
mainly based on analyses of a part,
meanwhile there is no report to
analyze the research status and
trends of the academic field as a
whole.
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